Mobile app “TechAssistant” available in the app stores.

Please forward this information directly to all members of your service department!

The app is now available in Google Play and iTunes App Store, versions as of Android 4.2 and IOS 9.x.

App and contents are published in German, English, French, Spanish, Portuguese and Turkish.

TechAssistant provides technical documentation covering SelfCookingCenter® and CombiMaster® Plus line built since Sept. 2011.

Main features are:
• Receive messages and push notifications on relevant new technical information.
• Browse for technical information’s and training manuals.
• Perform a full text search through all covered information.
• Identify RATIONAL units by serial number and retrieve device specific information.
• First help service reference available offline.

Note: current users please de-install your legacy TechAssistant app before installing from stores. Having both installed or run at the same time might cause technical problems and confusion.